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Vinyl Tiger, the music industry, ambition and Australian wanderlust 

New novel by Dave Di Vito explores how ambitious. 

Lecce, Italy – The new novel Vinyl Tiger by Melbourne born writer and blogger Dave Di Vito explores the 

changing zeitgeist of the 80s, 90s and 00s. Against the backdrop of international pop, Vinyl Tiger 

reconciles ambition and desire with the very Australian condition of wanderlust. Now available in Kindle 

ebook form, Vinyl Tiger will also be available in paperback in December 2015. 

“As an Australian who has let my own wanderlust take me places, I thought it would be interesting to 

look at the conflicting emotions that arise for a lot of Australians, while also taking a good, long look at 

how pop music has changed.” Dave explains. “In the case of Vinyl Tiger, Alekzandr felt like he had to 

leave Australia. His views change over time, but back then he felt like life awaited elsewhere.” 

A penchant for Bollywood beats, dance music and kohl. London is burning and the disco holocaust is 

playing out. So the garish, flirtatious Aussie Alekzandr has little else to fall back on other than his charm 

and wit. Across the pond the club kids seem to love him. But even in an era where stars are made, not 

born, nobody wants to take a chance on an outsider whose musical shortcomings are obvious.  

And just as Alekzandr turns to the newly arrived form of music videos to take things further, Dave has 

embraced the idea of self-publishing. “It’s the latest evolution of indie publishing, so it’s a natural fit for 

a story about an indie pop act who wants to go mainstream. It’s been hard work but a lot of fun looking 

at how the pop music scene has changed. Today there are a lot of international Aussie acts. But I think 

that’s a result of a lot of eighties pop acts who really gave it their all to get their international break .”  

A translator, teacher and former curator, Dave has been blogging about art and popular culture since 

2010 at Paperlesstiger. Vinyl Tiger is currently available exclusively via Amazon’s Kindle service, and will 

be available in a paperback edition from December 10, 2015. 
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